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Sausages, Etc. The oldest established
Market in Owyhee County
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Owyhee Brewery
SILVER CITY, IDAHO

BEER
Guaranteed to be a

Pure Hop aivd Barley Product
A Healthful and Delicious Tonic Beverage.

For sale by the Barrel, Bottle or Measure
ITri-tz Sotilerfer,
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WARRANTY
You may buy a pair of Duchess
Wool T rousers at

$2,

2.50,

3,

3.50,

4, or 5

And wear them Two Months,

For
every suspender button that comes
off, we will pay you ten cents. If
they rip at the waistband we will
pay you fifty cents. If they rip in
the seat or elsewhere we will pay
?
you one dollar or give you a new
pair.

Best Iiv the World.
FOR SALE

Try a PaJr
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Bibbins-Myer Co •9
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